
5Discrete Inde�nite A�ne SpheresAlexander I. Bobenko and Wolfgang K. Schief1 IntroductionSome sixty years before its rediscovery in a solitonic context, the partial di�er-ential equation (lnh)xy = h� h�2 (1.1)was set down by Tzitzeica in a geometric context [23]. Tzitzeica's classical pa-pers are believed to have initiated a new area in mathematics, namely a�nedi�erential geometry. Since then, the Tzitzeica equation (1.1) has been the sub-ject of extensive study in both mathematics and physics [6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 21].However, only recently a discrete integrable analogue of the Tzitzeica equationhas been proposed in [19]. As a result, the natural question arises as to whetherthe discrete Tzitzeica equation may be interpreted in a simple manner in termsof discrete surfaces. Such a link between discrete integrable systems and par-ticular classes of discrete surfaces has been well established. Examples in Eu-clidean geometry comprise discrete pseudospherical surfaces (K-surfaces ) anddiscrete surfaces of constant mean curvature (H-surfaces ) (see the contributionof Bobenko and Pinkall [3] and [2, 14, 16]). Discrete isothermic surfaces repre-senting M�obius geometries are also known [4]. Thus, in some instances, discreteintegrable systems suggest natural geometric properties. In fact, the theory ofintegrable systems may provide us with methods of investigating such discretegeometries.The present paper extends the above-mentioned approach to a�ne di�eren-tial geometry1. We present a natural geometric discretization of a�ne sphereswith inde�nite Blaschke metric and show that the corresponding discrete Gauss{Codazzi equations reduce to the integrable discrete Tzitzeica system/equationset down in [19]. A connection with the B�acklund transformation for classicala�ne spheres is recorded. Thus, the Tzitzeica transformation applied to clas-sical a�ne spheres generates generalized discrete a�ne spheres. The Tzitzeicatransformation is used to construct a B�acklund transformation for (generalized)discrete a�ne spheres in a purely algebraic manner.1At this point we would like to mention a recently found nice a�ne-geometrical interpreta-tion [15] of the KdV equation.



114 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schief2 Classical a�ne spheresIn this section, we present the well-known description of a�ne spheres with indef-inite Blaschke metric (for more details see e.g. [1, 22, 24]. Here, a�ne di�erentialgeometry is treated in its classical setup, that is as the geometry which inves-tigates properties of surfaces in R3 invariant under (equi)a�ne transformations: x 7! Ax+ a; A 2 SL(3;R); a 2 R3 : (2.1)Let F : M ! R3 be an immersion. It is easily veri�ed that equia�netransformations are conformal with respect to the second fundamental form.This implies that asymptotic line parametrizations and the class of immersionswith negative Gaussian curvature (K < 0) are a�ne invariant. Thus, let usconsider an oriented immersion r :M ! R3(x; y) 7! r(x; y) (2.2)given in terms of asymptotic coordinates (x; y), i.e.rank(dr) = 2; rxx; ryy 2 dr(TM): (2.3)By virtue of the orientation-preserving transformation (x; y)! (y;�x), one mayassume without loss of generality thatjrx; ry; rxyj > 0 (2.4)on M , where j�; �; �j denotes the standard determinant in R3 .De�nition. The inde�nite metricqjrx; ry; rxyj dx dy (2.5)is equia�ne invariant. It is called the Blaschke metric of the immersion.The Blaschke metric is conformally equivalent to the second fundamentalform of the immersion. It is non-degenerate in the case K < 0 considered here.De�nition. A transversal vector �eld � on an oriented surface r(M) is calleda�ne normal if it satis�es� d� 2 dr(TM)� jdr(�); dr(�); �j is the volume form for the Blaschke metric, i.e. in our case,jrx; ry; �j =qjrx; ry; rxyj: (2.6)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 115De�nition. A non-degenerate surface in R3 is called an a�ne sphere if alla�ne normal directions meet at a point. If this point is not in�nite it may bechosen as the origin of R3 so that� = Hr; H :M ! R: (2.7)H is called the a�ne mean curvature.One can prove that in the case of a non-degenerate Blaschke metric thea�ne mean curvature of the a�ne sphere must be constant. In the following,it is asssumed that H 6= 0. Consequently, H may be normalized to H = �1 byusing a scaling transformation of the ambient space R3 . Furthermore, moduloa change of the orientation of the surface corresponding to y ! �y, one mayalways set H = 1: (2.8)Hence, on introducing the functionh = jrx; ry; �j (2.9)and the cubic di�erentials a dx3; b dy3, wherea = jrx; rxx; �j; b = �jry; ryy; �j; (2.10)one obtains jrx; ry; rxyj = h2 (2.11)and the following linear system for the immersion r (Gauss equations ):rxx = hxh rx + ahryrxy = hrryy = hyh ry + bhrx: (2.12)By analogy with the Euclidean case, one may show [22] that fh dxdy; a dx3; b dy3gconstitutes a complete equia�ne invariant system for inde�nite surfaces in R3which determines a surface up to equia�ne transformations .Now, the compatibility conditions for (2.12) yield(lnh)xy = h� abh�2; ay = 0; bx = 0: (2.13)The above system is invariant with respect to the transformationa! �a; b! ��1b (2.14)with arbitrary � 2 lC. This fact gives rise to the following theorem.



116 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. SchiefTheorem. Every inde�nite a�ne sphere posseses a one-parameter family ofdeformations preserving the Blaschke metric and the di�erential ab dx3dy3. Thisdeformation is described by the transformation (2.14). The system0@ rxryr 1Ax = 0@ hxh�1 �ah�1 00 0 h1 0 01A0@ rxryr 1A0@ rxryr 1Ay = 0@ 0 0 h��1bh�1 hyh�1 00 1 01A0@ rxryr 1A (2.15)determines the corresponding family of immersions.In the terminology of modern soliton theory, the linear system (2.15) is noth-ing but the Lax representation for the system (2.13). In fact, for a 6= 0 and b 6= 0,one may reparametrize the asymptotic coordinates according tox! ~x(x); y ! ~y(y) (2.16)in such a way that a = 1; b = � = �1 and the orientation is preserved. Thus, weobtain (lnh)xy = h� �h�2: (2.17)Finally, the parameter � may be absorbed if one allows negative-valued solu-tions h. Indeed, if h(x; y) is a solution to the integrable Tzitzeica equation [23](ln h)xy = h� h�2 (2.18)and r(x; y) is the corresponding immersion, then ~h(x; y) = �h(x; �y) is a solutionto (2.17) with associated immersion ~r(x; y) = r(x; �y).3 Discrete a�ne spheresHere, we de�ne discrete analogues of a�ne spheres (discrete Tzitzeica surfaces)in a purely geometric manner. These constitute particular `discrete surfaces'which are maps r : Z2! R3 ; (n1; n2) 7! r(n1; n2): (3.1)In the following, we suppress the arguments of functions of n1 and n2 and denoteincrements of the discrete variables by subscripts, for example,r = r(n1; n2); r1 = r(n1 + 1; n2);r2 = r(n1; n2 + 1); r11 = r(n1 + 2; n2)r12 = r(n1 + 1; n2 + 1)r22 = r(n1; n2 + 2) : (3.2)Moreover, decrements are indicated by overbars, that isr�1 = r(n1 � 1; n2); r�2 = r(n1; n2 � 1) (3.3)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 117and the following notation for di�erence operators is adopted:�ir = ri � r; �12r = r12 � r1 � r2 + r: (3.4)De�nition (Discrete a�ne spheres). A two-dimensional lattice (net) inthree-dimensional Euclidean spacer : Z2! R3 (3.5)is called a discrete a�ne sphere if it has the following properties:(a) Any point r(n1; n2) and its neighbours r�1; r1; r�2; r2 lie on a plane.
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Remark. The properties (a) and (b) de�ne two well-known types of net. In fact,the de�nition of discrete a�ne spheres may be formulated as(a) r is a discrete asymptotic net



118 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schief(b) r is a discrete a�ne Lorentz harmonic net.Discrete asymptotic nets (discrete A-surfaces ) were �rst introduced by Sauerin the 1930s in connection with models for asymptotic lines on smooth surfaces(see [17] and references therein). Their signi�cance is seen as follows. Since thepoints r; r�1; r1; r�2; r2 lie on a plane, one may associate with the point r a unitnormal N being orthogonal to this plane and whence�1N ��1r = 0; �2N ��2r = 0; (3.6)where N1 and N2 denote the unit normals corresponding to r1 and r2 respec-tively. It is evident that these relations constitute a natural discretization ofthe classical de�nition of asymptotic coordinates. On the other hand, the prop-erty (b) in the de�nition of discrete a�ne spheres implies thatr12 + r jj r1 + r2 (3.7)if one chooses O to be the origin of R3 . Consequently, there exists a function �such that �12r = �(r12 + r1 + r2 + r) (3.8)which is the usual de�nition of discrete Lorentz harmonic nets. See for examplethe contribution of Bobenko and Pinkall [3], where this property of the Gaussmap of discrete K-surfaces is discussed.In analytical terms, condition (a) translates intojr1 � r; r2 � r; r � r�1j = 0; jr1 � r; r2 � r; r � r�2j = 0 (3.9)so that the position vector of the discrete surfaces considered here obeys thediscrete `Gauss equations'r11 � r1 = �(r1 � r) + �(r12 � r1)r12 + r = H(r1 + r2)r22 � r2 = (r2 � r) + �(r12 � r2) (3.10)where �; �; ; �, and H are as-yet unspeci�ed functions of ni. However, thecompatibility conditions of the above yield� = H1 � 1H1(H � 1) ;  = H2 � 1H2(H � 1)�2(H2 � 1)H = �(H � 1)H1; �1(H1 � 1)H = �(H � 1)H2H12 = H(H � 1)H2(H1 +H2 �H1H2)�H + ��H1H2(H � 1)2 : (3.11)Hence, on setting A = �(H � 1); B = �(H � 1) (3.12)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 119we obtain:Theorem (The discrete Tzitzeica system). Discrete a�ne spheres are gov-erned by the discrete Gauss equationsr11 � r1 = H1 � 1H1(H � 1)(r1 � r) + AH � 1(r12 � r1)r12 + r = H(r1 + r2)r22 � r2 = H2 � 1H2(H � 1)(r2 � r) + BH � 1(r12 � r2): (3.13)They are compatible moduloA2 = H1H A; B1 = H2H BH12 = H(H � 1)H2(H1 +H2 �H1H2)�H +ABH1H2 (3.14)which is termed the discrete Tzitzeica system.The justi�cation of the term `discrete Tzitzeica system' is seen as follows. Ifone regards a discrete function f : Z2 ! R as an approximation of a smoothfunction ~f : R2 ! R, that isf(n1; n2) = ~f(x; y)���(x;y)=(�1n1;�2n2) (3.15)for small �i, then, on dropping the tilde, the Taylor expansionsf1 = f + �1fx +O(�21); f2 = f + �2fy +O(�22) (3.16)apply. Now, the form of the discrete Gauss equations (3.13) suggests the naturalexpansion H = 1 + 12�1�2h; A = 12�31a; B = 12�32b (3.17)so that the discrete Tzitzeica system reduces to(lnh)xy = h� abh�2; a = a(x); b = b(y) (3.18)in the limit �i ! 0. Similarly, the discrete Gauss equations (3.13) become thecontinuous ones (2.12) in this limit.Remark. In view of the above continuum limit, the relationsjr;�1r;�2rj = cH � 1H ; j�1r;�2r;�12rj = 2c (H � 1)2Hjr;�1r;�11rj = cA; jr;�2r;�22rj = �cB (3.19)



120 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefmay be regarded as the discrete analogues of the formulae (2.9){(2.11) derivedin Section 2. Here, c is a constant of integration.The linear equations (3.14)1;2 for A and B imply the existence of a potential �de�ned according to �11 = ~c �21�A ) A = ~c �21��11�12 = �1�2�H ) H = �1�2��12�22 = ĉ �22�B ) B = ĉ �22��22 (3.20)where ~c and ĉ are arbitrary constants. This, inserted into the nonlinear equation(3.14)3 for H , results in the discrete Tzitzeica equation������ � �1 �11�2 �12 �112�22 �122 �1122 ������+ ~cĉ�312 = 0: (3.21)It is noted that the Tzitzeica equation(ln h)xy = h� h�2 (3.22)may be brought into the form������ � �x �xx�y �xy �xxy�yy �xyy �xxyy ������+ 14�3 = 0 (3.23)in terms of a � -function de�ned viah = �2(ln �)xy : (3.24)This underlines the analogy between the classical continuous case and the dis-crete formalism presented here.In conclusion, it is observed that the discrete Tzitzeica system is invariantunder A ! �A; B ! ��1B where � is an arbitrary constant. Thus, we havethe following theorem.Theorem. Every solution of the discrete Tzitzeica system (3.14) corresponds toa one-parameter family of discrete a�ne spheres governed byr11 � r1 = H1 � 1H1(H � 1)(r1 � r) + � AH � 1(r12 � r1)r12 + r = H(r1 + r2)r22 � r2 = H2 � 1H2(H � 1)(r2 � r) + 1� BH � 1(r12 � r2): (3.25)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 1214 Discrete surfaces generated by the Tzitzeica transforma-tionIn the previous section, discrete analogues of the properties of a�ne spheresled to a de�nition of discrete a�ne spheres. One of the basic ingredients inthis construction was the discrete asymptotic net. On the other hand, it isknown that discrete asymptotic nets may be generated by means of B�acklundtransformations applied to surfaces if the `tangency condition' is satis�ed, that isthe line segment which connects corresponding points on neighbouring surfaces� and �1 is tangential to both surfaces and the Bianchi diagram associated withthe B�acklund transformation commutes. For instance, it has been shown that theclassical B�acklund transformation applied to pseudospherical surfaces generatesthe discrete K-surfaces [25]. Thus, in this case, the direct discretization method(similar to that applied in Section 3) and the B�acklund transformation yield thesame discrete surfaces. This section is devoted to the natural question as towhether such a remarkable result also holds in the case of a�ne spheres.As pointed out in Section 2, the Gauss equations for a�ne spheres readrxx = hxh rx + �h ryrxy = hrryy = hyh ry + ��1h rx (4.1)where h is a solution of the Tzitzeica equation. The following variant of theclassical Moutard transformation may be used to construct an in�nite numberof a�ne spheres [23].Theorem (The Tzitzeica transformation ). The Gauss equations (4.1) andthe Tzitzeica equation are invariant underr ! r1 = r � 2(�� �1)h  ��1x�1 ry � �1�1y�1 rx!h! h1 = h� 2(ln�1)xy (4.2)where �1 is a scalar solution of the Gauss equations with parameter �1.Since rx and ry are tangential to the surface � = fr = r(x; y)g, it is clearthat the line segment �r = r1 � r is tangential to �. In addition, it is readilyveri�ed that �r is also tangential to the new surface �1 = fr1 = r1(x; y)g.Hence, the Tzitzeica transformation obeys the tangency condition�r jj�; �r jj�1: (4.3)Now, in order to iterate the Tzitzeica transformation one needs a scalar solutionof the transformed Gauss equations. This solution is obtained by inserting an-



122 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefother scalar solution �2 of the Gauss equations (4.1) with parameter �2 6= �1into the transformation formula (4.2)1. Thus, by construction, the quantity�21 = �2 � 2(�2 � �1)h  �2�1x�1 �2y � �1�1y�1 �2x! (4.4)satis�es the Gauss equations associated with �1. On the other hand, �2 may beused to construct a surface �2 from � given byr2 = r � 2(�� �2)h  ��2x�2 ry � �2�2y�2 rx! (4.5)with associated scalar solution�12 = �1 � 2(�1 � �2)h  �1�2x�2 �1y � �2�2y�2 �1x! : (4.6)Hence, application of the Tzitzeica transformation to �1 and �2 produces twosurfaces �12 and �21 whose position vectors readr12 = r1 � 2(�� �2)h1  ��21x�21 r1y � �2�21y�21 r1x!r21 = r2 � 2(�� �1)h2  ��12x�12 r2y � �1�12y�12 r2x! : (4.7)It turns out that these two surfaces coincide, that isr12 = r21 (4.8)which implies closure of the corresponding Bianchi diagram [12].The fact that the Bianchi diagram associated with the Tzitzeica transfor-mation commutes is paramount to the analysis in the remainder of this paper.Indeed, for �xed parameters x and y, iteration of the Tzitzeica transformationgenerates a two-dimensional lattice in R3 which we label byr(n1; n2) = r(x; y;n1; n2) (4.9)so that the Tzitzeica transforms r1; r2 and r12 = r21 correspond to incrementsof n1 and n2 in the sense of Section 3. This together with the tangency condition(4.3) gives rise to the following theorem.Theorem. The Tzitzeica transformation generates a two-parameter (x,y) familyof discrete asymptotic nets. The unit normals of these nets coincide with thoseof the corresponding a�ne spheres.



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 123In order to obtain further properties of these discrete asymptotic nets, it isobserved that on use of the expressions for r1 and r2 one may remove the tangentvectors in the expression for r12 in favour of r1; r2, and r, leading tor11 � r1 = �(r1 � r) + �(r12 � r1)r12 + c0r = Ĥ(c1r1 + c2r2)r22 � r2 = (r2 � r) + �(r12 � r2); (4.10)where Ĥ = �2 +�1�2 � �1 �1� 2(�2 � �1)h�1�2 (�2�1x�2y � �1�1y�2x)��1 (4.11)and the coe�cients ci are given byc0 = c1c2; c1 = ��+ �2�� �2 ; c2 = �+�1�� �1 : (4.12)The linear triad (4.10) may be regarded as discrete Gauss equations for theasymptotic nets generated by the Tzitzeica transformation. In fact, the compat-ibility conditions of this triad results in the parametrization� = c2 �1Ĥ1� ;  = c1 �2Ĥ2�Â = �� � 1 + c22; B̂ = �� � 1 + c21� = 1 + c0 � (c1 + c2)Ĥ (4.13)and the nonlinear systemÂ2 = Ĥ1̂H Â; B̂1 = Ĥ2̂H B̂; Ĥ12 = F (Ĥ; Ĥ1; Ĥ2; Â; B̂) (4.14)where F is a known function of the indicated arguments. Now, introduction ofthe scaling Â = (c22 � 1)A; B̂ = (c21 � 1)B; Ĥ = 1 + c0c1 + c2H (4.15)leads to:Theorem (Generalized discrete a�ne spheres). The Tzitzeica transforma-tion generates generalized discrete a�ne spheres which are de�ned by the discreteGauss equationsr11 � r1 = c11 H1 � 1H1(H � 1)(r1 � r) + c12 A� 1H � 1(r12 � r1)r12 + c0r = c00H(c1r1 + c2r2)r22 � r2 = c22 H2 � 1H2(H � 1)(r2 � r) + c21 B � 1H � 1(r12 � r2) (4.16)



124 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefwherec11 = �+�1�� �1 �2 � �1�1 +�2 ; c12 = 2�� �2�� �1 �1�1 +�2 ;c22 = �+�2�� �2 �1 � �2�1 +�2 ; c21 = 2�� �1�� �2 �2�1 +�2 ; c00 = �2 +�1�2 � �1 : (4.17)Every solution of the generalized Tzitzeica systemA2 = H1H A; B1 = H2H B(�1 � �2)2(H12 � 1)(H � 1)H (4.18)+H12[4�1�2(H1A�H)(H2B �H)� (�1 +�2)2(H1 � 1)(H2 � 1)H2] = 0corresponds to a one-parameter family of generalized discrete a�ne spheres repre-sented by the parameter �. Discrete a�ne spheres are obtained in the well-de�nedlimit �1 !1; �2 ! 0 with the substitutions A! �A�1=2 and B ! �B=(2�2).Remark. The asymptotic nets generated by the Tzitzeica transformation dependon the parameters �1 and �2. In principle, these parameters may be functionsof n1 and n2 respectively. In this case, the linear triad (4.10){(4.12) is still valideven though the compatibility conditions are more complicated. It turns out,however, that in a natural continuum limit, the dependence of �i on ni corre-sponds to the usual ambiguity in the de�nition of asymptotic parameters on gen-eralized a�ne spheres. A generalized a�ne sphere is de�ned by the requirementthat the logarithm of the a�ne distance between the surface and a �xed pointin R3 be a harmonic function. This will be discussed in a forthcoming paper [20].In conclusion, we point out that, once again, the parametrizationA = �21��11 ; H = �1�2��12 ; B = �22��22 (4.19)yields a single discrete equation, viz������ � �1 �11�2 �12 �112�22 �122 �1122 ������ = 4 �1�2(�1 � �2)2 ������ �1 �11 �12�2 �12 �22�12 �112 �122 ������ : (4.20)This generalized discrete Tzitzeica equation has been recently identi�ed as asymmetry reduction of a four-dimensional discrete equation which, in a natu-ral continuum limit, may be regarded as another form of Pleba�nski's heavenlyequation governing self-dual Einstein spaces [19, 18].



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 1255 The B�acklund transformationIt is evident that the Tzitzeica transformation provides an invariance of the Gaussequations for both classical a�ne spheres and generalized discrete a�ne spheres.This is due to the fact that the Bianchi diagram associated with the Tzitzeicatransformation commutes. Thus, if we apply another Tzitzeica transformationto our B�acklund lattice of a�ne spheres r(n1; n2), we obtain a second lattice[r(n1; n2)]0 of a�ne spheres. The closed Bianchi diagram now guarantees thatthese a�ne spheres are again B�acklund transforms of each other. This may besymbolized by [r(n1; n2)]0 = r0(n1; n2). The explicit construction of r0 is givenbelow.Let r1 and r2 be the Tzitzeica transforms of r as given by (4.2)1 and (4.5)and  be another solution of the Gauss equations (4.1) with parameter �. Then,the Tzitzeica transformation generated by  readsr ! r0 = r � 2(�� �)h �� x ry � � y rx� (5.1)and the action of the �rst two Tzitzeica transformations on  is given by 1 =  � 2(�� �1)h ���1x�1 ry � �1�1x�1 rx� 2 =  � 2(�� �2)h ���2x�2 ry � �2�2x�2 rx� : (5.2)These relations and the expressions for r1 and r2 may be used to eliminatederivatives of r and  in (5.1). One obtainsr0 = r � H(�� �)(H � 1) (5.3)� �(�� �1) �2 � ��2 � �1 �2  �1r � (�� �2) �1 � ��2 � �1 �1  �2r�on use of the formulae (4.11) and (4.15)3 for H . Moreover, it is directly veri�edthat this transformation formula is not only valid for generalized discrete a�nespheres generated by the Tzitzeica transformation but also in the generic case.Theorem. The Gauss equations for generalized discrete a�ne spheres and thegeneralized discrete Tzitzeica system are invariant underr ! r0 = S ; A! A0 =  21  11AH ! H 0 =  1 2  12H; B ! B0 =  22  22B (5.4)



126 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefwhere S =  r � H(�� �)(H � 1)(�1�2 �1r � �2�1 �2r)�1 = (�� �1) �2 � ��2 � �1 ; �2 = (�� �2) �1 � ��2 � �1 (5.5)and  is a scalar solution of the Gauss equations (4.16) with parameter �. Thenew �-function is given by � 0 =  � (5.6)without loss of generality.As pointed out earlier, the Gauss equations (3.25) for discrete a�ne spheresare obtained from those for generalized discrete a�ne spheres in the limit �1 !1; �2 ! 0. Thus, on application of this limiting procedure one obtains a dis-crete analogue of the Tzitzeica transformation.Theorem (The discrete Tzitzeica transformation ). The Gauss equationsassociated with discrete a�ne spheres and the discrete Tzitzeica system are in-variant under r ! r0 = S ; A! A0 =  21  11AH ! H 0 =  1 2  12H; B ! B0 =  22  22B (5.7)where S = �� ��+ � � r � H(�� �)(H � 1)(��1 �2r � ��2 �1r)� (5.8)and  is a scalar solution of the Gauss equations (3.25) with parameter �. Theskew-symmetric bilinear quantity S is normalized in such a way that it obeys theidentities �1S =  r1 �  1r; �2S =  2r �  r2: (5.9)These relations constitute the counterparts of those associated with the classicalTzitzeica transformation.6 Loop group descriptionA�ne spheres allow a description in terms of loop groups. Here, it is shown thata natural discretization of this description leads to the same de�nition of discretea�ne spheres. Whether the loop group discretization method may be applied toconvex a�ne spheres is under current investigation. Technically, the latter caseshould be more di�cult than the case of the inde�nite Blaschke metric 2.2Discrete de�nite as well as inde�nite a�ne spheres are de�ned in our recent paper [5] interms of duality relations involving a dual or co-normal lattice.



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 127The frame equations for the family of immersions (2.15) are gauge equivalentto the matrix system Rx = UR; Ry = V R (6.1)whereR = 0@ 1� 0 00 �h 00 0 11A0@ rxryr 1A ; U = 0@ hxh �a(x) 00 �hxh �� 0 01A ; V = 0@ 0 0 h�b(y)h2� 0 00 h� 0 1A (6.2)and � = �3. The structure of the above linear system allows a natural algebraicinterpretation3. Thus, introduce the loop groupG[�] = f� : R� ! SL(3;R) : Q�(q�)Q�1 = �(�);T [�(��)�1]TT = �(�)g (6.3)where T = 0@ 0 1 01 0 00 0 11A ; Q = 0@ q 0 00 q2 00 0 11A ; q = e2�i=3: (6.4)The �rst reduction in (6.3) should be understood in terms of the Laurent series�(�) =Pk2Z�k�k 2 G[�] with coe�cients of the form�3n = 0@ � 0 00 � 00 0 �1A ; �3n+1 = 0@ 0 � 00 0 �� 0 01A ; �3n+2 = 0@ 0 0 �� 0 00 � 01A : (6.5)The Lie algebra of this group isg[�] = f� : R� ! sl(3;R) : Q�(q�)Q�1 = �(�); T �(��)T T = ��(�)g (6.6)with the same Laurent series formulation.The following natural subgroups of G[�] are essential for the construction ofdiscrete a�ne spheres:G0 = G+[�] \G�[�] = 8<:0@ � 0 00 ��1 00 0 11A ; � 2 R9=;G+[�] = 8<:� 2 G[�] : �(�) =Xk�0�k�k9=;G�[�] = 8<:� 2 G[�] : �(�) =Xk�0�k�k9=; : (6.7)
3The reductions (6.3) of the zero curvature representation for the Tzitzeica equation were�rst introduced in [13].



128 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. SchiefThe corresponding sub-algebras of g[�] areg0 = 8<:0@A 0 00 �A 00 0 01A ; A 2 R9=;g+[�] = 8<:� 2 g[�] : �(�) =Xk�0 �k�k9=;g�[�] = 8<:� 2 g[�] : �(�) =Xk�0 �k�k9=; : (6.8)
It is seen that U; V 2 g[�], which implies that R(x; y) 2 G[�] for all (x; y) 2 R2if the same holds for some point (x0; y0) 2 R2 . Conversely, the matrices U; Vin (6.2) turn out to be the simplest matrices in the corresponding sub-algebrasU 2 g+[�]; V 2 g�[�]; U; V 62 g0.Theorem (Loop group description of classical a�ne spheres). Let � :U ! G[�] be a smooth map on a domain U � R2 satisfying�x��1 = �A+B; �y��1 = 1�C +D; (6.9)where A;B;C;D : U ! sl(3;R) with A2;3 6= 0; C1;3 6= 0 and (x; y) are standardcoordinates in R2 . Then, the G0-gauge equivalent matrixR = ��; � = 0@A2;3 0 00 A�12;3 00 0 11A (6.10)satis�es (6.1) with ay = bx = 0 and h = C1;3A2;3.This statement follows directly from �A+B; 1�C+D 2 g[�] and the compatibilityconditions for the system (6.9).A natural integrable discretization of the system (6.1) is obtained as follows.With each point (n1; n2) on a Z2-lattice one associates �(n1; n2) 2 G[�]. Thematrices �(n1; n2) corresponding to two neighbouring vertices are related by�1 = U�; �2 = V�; (6.11)where the usual notation has been used, that is � = �(n1; n2);�1 = �(n1+1; n2)and �2 = �(n1; n2 + 1). The matrices U = U(n1; n2);V = V(n1; n2) 2 G[�] areassociated with the edges connecting neighbouring lattice points and satisfy thecompatibility condition V1U = U2V : (6.12)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 129Now, the Gauss equations (3.25) of the discrete a�ne spheres may be trans-formed into the matrix systemR1 = UR; R2 = VR (6.13)by means of the gauge transformationR = p20@ 1� 0 00 � H2(H�1) 00 0 11A0@�1r�2rr1A ; (6.14)where � = �3 andU = 0BB@ H1�1H1(H�1) +A�3 2�A 2�2A�2 (H�1)H12(H1�1) H1(H�1)(H1�1) �H1(H�1)(H1�1)� 0 1 1CCAV = 0BB@ H 2�2 (H�1)2H 2� (H � 1)12�B HH2(H�1)(H2�1) 1H + 1�3BH2(H�1)H(H2�1) 1�2B H2H2�10 2� H�1H 1 1CCA : (6.15)
Conversely, the matrices (6.15) turn out to be the simplest matrices obeyingU 2 G+[�]; V 2 G�[�]; U ;V 62 G0.Lemma. The general form of cubic elements of G[�] isfA = 3Xk=0Ak�k 2 G[�]g = GI(3) [GII(3)fB = 3Xk=0Bk��k 2 G[�]g = GI(�3) [GII(�3)GJ(3) = fAJ : a; b; c 2 Rg;GJ(�3) = fBJ : d; f; g 2 Rg; J = I; II; (6.16)

where AI = 0BB@ 1a + 12�3b2c �c �2bc12�2ab2 a �ab�b 0 1 1CCABI = 0BB@ 1f + 12�3 dg2 12�2 fg2 1�g1�d f 01�2 dg 1�fg 1 1CCA (6.17)



130 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefand their inverses AII = 0BB@ a ��c 012�2ab2 1a � 12�3b2c ��b��ab �2bc 1 1CCABII = 0BB@ f 12�2 fg2 � 1�fg� 1�d 1f � 12�3 dg2 1�2 dg0 � 1�g 1 1CCA : (6.18)
Remark. The linear and quadratic cases, which correspond to b = g = 0 andc = d = 0 respectively in the formulae above, are trivial. In these cases, thedependence on � may be gauged away and one obtains equations in G0.Consider a map � : Z2 ! G[�] with cubic �1��1 and �2��1. We callit superdiscrete if the image of the map �1��1 : Z2 ! G[�] does not liecompletely in GI(3) or completely in GII(3), i.e. matrices of both forms AI ;AIIappear in �(n1 + 1; n2)�(n1; n2)�1 for some n1; n2, or the image of the map�2��1 : Z2! G[�] does not lie completely in GI(�3) or completely in GII(�3).Since AI = (AII )�1; BI = (BII)�1 it is clear that in the non-superdiscretecase it is su�cient to consider, for example,�1��1 : Z2! GI(3); �2��1 : Z2! GII(�3):All three other cases may be obtained by the change of variables n1 ! �n1 orn2 ! �n2 or (n1; n2)! �(n1; n2).Theorem (Loop group description of discrete a�ne spheres). Let � :Z2! G[�] be a non-superdiscrete map with�1��1 = 3Xk=0Ak�k; �2��1 = 3Xk=0Bk��k (6.19)and A3 6� 0; B3 6� 0. Then, up to a change of the orientation of the axes repre-sented by n1 ! �n1 or n2 ! �n2 or both,4 the system (6.19) is gauge equivalentto (6.13){(6.15).41! �1 or 2! �2 or both in our short notation



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 131In order to prove the theorem, choose the directions of n1 and n2 in such away that �1��1 = AI and �2��1 = BII . The transformationR = ��; � = 0@ b 0 00 b�1 00 0 11A ; (6.20)where b is the coe�cient in AI , gives rise to the admissible normalization b = 1.The analysis of the compatibility conditions then provides us with the identi�-cations f = H; g = �2H � 1H ; a = (H � 1)H1(H1 � 1) : (6.21)Finally, introduction ofA = c2 ; B = �2d (H � 1)(H2 � 1)HH2 (6.22)produces (6.13){(6.15).Remark. One of the possible descriptions of B�acklund (Darboux) transforma-tions is the so called `dressing up' procedure [8]. In this approach, the transfor-mation of the surface (or the frame of the surface) 	 is described by	! 	0 = Q	; (6.23)where 	 and Q lie in some loop group G. Commutativity of two dressing trans-formations represented by Q2Q1	 = ~Q1 ~Q2	 implies the compatibility conditionQ2Q1 = ~Q1 ~Q2 (6.24)in G which may be interpreted as an equation of a discretized surface.Let us denote by R�G[�] the loop group de�ned in the same way as G[�]but with the target space R�SL(3;R) instead of SL(3;R). In this context,the Tzitzeica transformation (4.2) was described in [8] by a cubic polynomialQ = P3k=0Qk�k 2 R�G[�], where the leading term Q3 is non-degenerate, i.e.detQ3 6= 0. Consequently, the compatibility condition (6.24) implies the de�ni-tion (4.16){(4.18) of generalized discrete a�ne spheres.7 Particular discrete a�ne spheresHere, we briey sketch how the discrete Tzitzeica transformation (5.7){(5.8) maybe used to construct explicitly a particular class of discrete a�ne spheres. Tothis end, it is observed thatH = const; A = const; B = const (7.1)



132 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefconstitutes a solution of the discrete Tzitzeica system (3.14) if and only if theconstraint (H + 1)(H � 1)3 = ABH2 (7.2)is satis�ed. In this case, the discrete Gauss equations (3.13) reduce to a systemof linear equations with constant coe�cients, and hence it is su�cient to seekparticular scalar solutions of the form� = an1bn2 (7.3)where the constants a and b obey the algebraic system(a+ b)H = ab+ 1a(a+ 1)A = (a�H)(a� 1)(a�H�1)b(b+ 1)B = (b�H)(b� 1)(b�H�1): (7.4)It is readily shown that the constraint (7.2) is a consequence of (7.4). Thus, for�xed A;B, and H , the cubic polynomial (7.4)2 possesses at least one real root �with the corresponding real root � of (7.4)3 given by (7.4)1. We may use theseroots to parametrize A;B, and H according toH = �� + 1�+ � ; A = �(� + 1)(�� 1)3�(� + �)(�� + 1) ; B = �(� + 1)(� � 1)3�(� + �)(�� + 1) (7.5)so that the constraint (7.2) is identically satis�ed. The remaining roots are thenobtained by solving quadratic equations. In this way, we obtain three linearlyindependent scalar solutions of the discrete Gauss equations (3.13) from whichwe can construct the position vector r of the seed discrete a�ne sphere.In order to apply the discrete Tzitzeica transformation, one needs a scalarsolution of the deformed discrete Gauss equations (3.25) with parameter �. Itturns out (as in the continuous case) that the choice � = i� with real � yieldsinteresting discrete surfaces. Thus, the ansatz = pn1qn2 (7.6)produces the algebraic system(p+ q)H = pq + 1i�p(p+ 1)A = (p�H)(p� 1)(p�H�1)�i�q(q + 1)B = (q �H)(q � 1)(q �H�1): (7.7)It is observed that if (p; q) is a solution of the above system then (1=�p; 1=�q) isanother solution, where the overbar denotes complex conjugation. Hence, thereare three pairs of rootsp(1); p(2) = 1=�p(1); p(3) = 1=�p(3)q(1); q(2) = 1=�q(1); q(3) = 1=�q(3) (7.8)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 133related by (7.7)1. This implies that the linear combination = �pn1(1)qn2(1) + (�� �pn1(1)�qn2(1))�1; � = const (7.9)is admissible as a solution of (3.25) or, equivalently, = cosh() exp(i�) = c1n1 + c2n2 + c3; � = c4n1 + c5n2 + c6; (7.10)where the real constants ci may be read o� (7.9). A new real solution of thediscrete Tzitzeica system is therefore given byH 0 = cosh( + c1) cosh( + c2)cosh() cosh( + c1 + c2)HA0 = cosh( + c1)2cosh() cosh( + 2c1)AB0 = cosh( + c2)2cosh() cosh( + 2c2)B (7.11)and the corresponding discrete a�ne sphere may be obtained by means of thetransformation formula (5.7)1 in a purely algebraic manner. By virtue of therepresentation H 0 �H = � sinh(c1) sinh(c2)cosh() cosh( + c1 + c2)H (7.12)it is seen that H 0 constitutes a simple discretization of the usual sech2-shapedone-soliton solution.The procedure sketched above is now illustrated by way of the simplest ex-ample � = � > 1; � = 1: (7.13)In this case, the roots of the system (7.4) turn out to bea : �; a� = �(� + 1)� i(�� 1)p�(�2 + �+ 1)�(�2 + 1)b : �; b� = a�: (7.14)Thus, decomposition of either a+ or a� intoa� = �ei� (7.15)leads to three linearly independent real solutions of the discrete Gauss equationsassociated with the constant solution (7.5) given byx = �n1+n2 cos[�(n1 � n2)]y = �n1+n2 sin[�(n1 � n2)]z = �n1+n2 ; (7.16)



134 A. I. Bobenko and W. K. Schiefwhere � = ��1=2; cos(�) = �1=2 �+ 1�2 + 1 : (7.17)Consequently, the position vector of the corresponding discrete a�ne spherereads r = D0@ xyz 1A ; (7.18)where D is an arbitrary but non-singular constant matrix.The roots of the algebraic equations (7.7)�=1 reduce top� = �+ 1 + i(�� 1)4� "�+ 1� (�� 1)r�2 + 4�+ 1�2 + 1 # ;p(3) = 1� i��� i ; q� = �p�; q(3) = �p(3): (7.19)Hence, on using the parametrizationp� = exp(�+ i�); (7.20)where cosh(�) = �+ 123=2�p�2 + 1cos(�) = �+ 1p2p�2 + 1 ; sin(�) = �� 1p2p�2 + 1 ; (7.21)we may choose  = cosh[�(n1 + n2)] exp[i�(n1 � n2)] (7.22)as a particular scalar solution of the deformed discrete Gauss equations withparameter � = i. Finally, insertion of the seed position vector (7.18) and  into the discrete Tzitzeica transformation (5.7)�=1 produces the following threeparticular solutions of the discrete Gauss equations:x0 = �n1+n2�� 1 "�1 + p2�p�2 + 1 cosh[�(n1 + n2 + 1)]cosh[�(n1 + n2)] # cos[�(n1 � n2)]y0 = �n1+n2�� 1 "�1 + p2�p�2 + 1 cosh[�(n1 + n2 + 1)]cosh[�(n1 + n2)] # sin[�(n1 � n2)]z0 = �n1+n2�� 1 ��(� + 1)�p2p�2 + 1 cosh[�(n1 + n2 + 1)]cosh[�(n1 + n2)] � : (7.23)



Discrete Inde�nite A�ne Spheres 135Thus, the position vector of the new discrete a�ne sphere takes the formr0 = D00@ x0y0z0 1A ; detD0 6= 0: (7.24)The discrete a�ne spheres represented by r and r0 may be regarded as `dis-crete surfaces of revolution' if D = D0 = 1l and� = �N ; N 2 Z: (7.25)More precisely, if this condition is satis�ed then the discrete surfaces possessa ZN rotational symmetry. Furthermore, if we apply the translational symmetryn1 ! n1 + 12�; n2 ! n2 + 12�; � = const (7.26)to the formulae (7.23), we may choose � in such a way that there exists an n 2 Zfor which tanh[�(n+�)] = � p�2 + 1p�2 + 4�+ 1 ; � = �1: (7.27)It is readily shown that this choice leads to� x0y0 �����n1+n2=n = 0 or �iz0jn1+n2=n = 0; i = 1; 2; (7.28)depending on the sign in (7.27), that is if � = �sgn(�) or � = sgn(�) respectively.In geometric terms, the former case corresponds to a local degeneration of thediscrete surface to a vertex while the latter implies the existence of a closedplanar coordinate polygon.Seed discrete a�ne spheres (r) together with their Tzitzeica transforms (r0)are displayed in Fig. 1 for various values ofN . The �rst surface on the right-handside (N = 4) contains a square coordinate polygon parallel to the (x; y)-plane.The second surface on the right-hand side (N = 6) possesses a vertex. The ele-mentary quadrilaterals which belong to both the upper part and the lower partof the surface are degenerate. In the remaining case (N = 20), the choice of �becomes insigni�cant since � is su�ciently small. It is noted that for large N thediscrete a�ne spheres resemble their continuous counterparts as depicted in [21].Indeed, it turns out that the latter are obtained in the limit N !1.AcknowledgementsA.B. would like to thank U. Eitner and U. Simon for helpful discussions.
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